TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PARKING

Every place used for parking is a consideration in accordance with a fee based on the type of the
vehicle : car - motorcycle camper and the duration of the soak period that is communicated at the
time of booking . Nothing is due for any days not used in the case of early return for any reason.
The vehicles that arrive at the parking entrance are conducted only by authorized personnel
PARKING SUPREME SRL , toward the parking lot , both internal and external . And always
possible due to space moving cars in parking lots PARKING SUPREME SRL adjacent. The lessee
liable for any damage resulting from: collisions , collision, fire and theft , from the time of delivery of
the car to our charge , up to delivery to the customer. The tenant is not liable for damage caused
by natural events. Claims must be exposed at the time of delivery of the car, under penalty of
forfeiture of any right to compensation. It invites the kind customers not to leave valuables in their
vehicles . No compensation will be due to the theft of anything of value , if they are left in the
vehicle . The lessee PARKING SUPREME S.R.L. is not responsible for acts of vandalism
committed on the means left in the parking lot . The lessee operating as parking can report to any
interested party , useful information to the complaint and the settlement of the claim , without
incurring invasion of privacy. The reservation of parking space requires the acceptance of the
present terms of the contract without conditions.
PRIVACY PROTECTION OF DATA PERSONALI.I personal data comply with the legislative
decree of 30 June 2003, n ° 196.E can be produced only at the request of authorities authorized by
law . It makes you aware that it is a client's right to appeal to in Article 7 of Legislative Decree n °
30 June 2003, n ° 196 . By accepting the terms and conditions described above, you express your
consent to the processing of personal data for the purposes described in this statement.

Thank you for your friendly cooperation.

